Raya Sun
Individual SNM Review
Instagram:
Goal-To engage the publics attention by posting images and promoting Raya Sun
Target Audience- Age 14-30 (On social media)
Strategy-Using Instagram to post cool pictures of Raya’s knits promoting the brand and posting
pictures to educate the public about poverty and how they can help
Tactic 1:
Posting pictures of Raya Sun Knits to advertise the clothes and to familiarize our followers with
what the company has to offer.
Ex 1: Posting professional pictures of models that were sent to me from owner of the company.

Ex 2: Creating a pic
collage of different
knits, both men’s
and women’s- posted
this picture closer to
the holidays for gift
ideas!

Ex 3: Using the clothes that I have in my possession I improvised and created a fun little picture
by hanging the clothes on a fence I have in my backyard.

Evaluation: Average Likes: 15-25, I found that when I posted pictures of the knits I was most
successful with generating a decent amount of likes.
Average comments” I received about 1-3 comments on each of these pictures, it was exciting to
see people enjoying the pictures I posted.
Average responses: I would respond to every comment that was made on these posts just
basically thanking people for their comments and giving them more information if need be.
Tactic 2: Posting pictures of regular girls who are wearing Raya Sun. On clothing websites, you
normally see models posing in the specific line, yes I have included posts with rea Raya Sun
models but I posted pictures of fans wearing Raya Sun which will inspire your average girl to
buy Raya Sun!
Ex 1:

Ex 2:

Ex 3:

Evaluation: I really enjoyed posting these pictures in particular, I know each of these girls and
seeing them wear Raya Sun was fun for me.
Average likes: 2-40 I really generated a lot of likes in this area because most of my followers
know these girls and it was exciting for them to see their friends via my Instagram page.

Average comments: I would generate anywhere from 2-4 comments; it would be people tagging
their friends that are featured or people commenting on how cute the clothes are.
Average responses: As mentioned before, I would respond to all of the comments averaging
around 2-4 responses per post.
Tactic 3: Posting pictures that target is diverse, introducing Project: Adding Sunshine to your
wardrobe. I posted about poverty and how Raya Sun can help in this particular series of posts
and posted pictures of a wide variety of people, teenage girls and boys and little girls collection.
Ex 1: Introducing Project Adding Sunshine to Your Wardrobe

Ex 2: Featuring a male and female teenage line that can contribute to helping children with
poverty.

Ex 3: Featuring a little girl’s collection that can contribute to helping children with poverty.

Evaluation: I was quite successful in what I wanted to accomplish here. I wanted to be diverse
by mainly focusing on the larger picture of poverty. But by posting pictures that were targeted
towards both men, women and little girls was successful.
Average likes: 10-25, I received a good amount of likes on each of these posts which showed a
variety.
Average comments: 2-4, again most of the same people are commenting but it still generates
activity.
Average responses: I responded to every comment made, there was at least 1 of my own
responses on each of these pictures.
TARES
Truthfulness
Q1: Are all of the pictures legit and truthful?
Yes, all of the pictures that I posted were either given to me by the owner of the company or they
were created, edited and posted by me!
O2: Was there any misleading information?
No, there was not any misleading information. All of the pictures I posted were completely
truthful and not misleading in any way.
O3: Are all of the pictures genuine?

Yes, dealing with poverty is a sensitive subject so I wanted to balance things out by posting some
fun pictures that would take away from the somber mood. 100% genuine!

Authenticity:
Q1: How did Raya Sun pictures show that they care about poverty?
I created the Project Adding Sunshine to Your Wardrobe post that is pictured above. I also
created my own Raya Sun logo specifically just for this particular topic of poverty.
Q2: How did Raya Sun show they were genuine to the promoting the company?
I posted pictures that were given to me by the owner of the company, when I first told him I
chose to do his company he was extremely excited because I would promote his company around
SU’s campus.
Q3: How did Raya Sun pictures seem genuine and authentic to the public?
I put my own little touch on each of the pictures, I was the one editing them, writing the posts,
answering the comments- me doing so is proof to the public that I am passionate about being
authentic to the public. Notice all of my comments below on this picture.

Respectfulness:
Q1: Are all of the pictures respectful?
Yes, all of the pictures I posted were extremely respectful, I made sure to construct captions for
each of the pictures that would show how respectful the Raya Sun company is.
Q2: Were any of the pictures inappropriate?
Not really, one of our pictures showed some skin of a girl wearing a belly shirt but that’s not out
of the ordinary or inappropriate.
Q3: Do the pictures give a good reputation for Raya Sun?
Absolutely, the owner Marc, actually commented on one of the posts saying how much he
enjoyed one of the pictures- to the point where he even shared my post on his Instagram page!

Equitability:
Q1: Are the posts equal to both male and female?
Yes, I included both male and female models in some of the pictures I posted, I wanted to make
sure that no one feels left out.
Q2: Are the posts equal to all races?
Yes, there is no race in particular targeted. The clothes are made for whomever! Regardless of
race, ethnicity or sex.
Q3: Were the posts appropriate to all ages?
Yes, as mentioned before I included, teenage girls, boys and little girls on this page.

Social Responsibility:
Q1: Do the posts take responsibility for promoting Raya Sun?
Yes, this goes hand in hand with a question above. I would never have posted anything to give
Raya Sun a bad look because it’s already such a successful company.
Q2: Do the posts take responsibility for promoting poverty?
Yes, I went out of my way to create a logo just for promoting poverty. Creating that one post of
both the logo and African American children really helped me spread awareness about poverty.
Q3: Do the posts reflect Salisbury University in a socially acceptable way?

Yes, I would never post anything that was not socially acceptable in affiliation with Salisbury,
when I posted the picture of one of my friends wearing a Raya shirt I even tagged the University
so people from the University could follow me!

